Detecting recombination in TT virus: a phylogenetic approach.
TT virus (TTV) has a remarkable genetic heterogeneity. To study TTV evolution, phylogenetic analyses were performed on 739 DNA sequences mapping in the N22 region of ORF1. Analysis of neighbor-joining consensus trees shows significant differences between DNA and protein phylogeny. Median joining networks phylogenetic clustering indicates that DNA sequence analysis is biased by homoplasy (i.e., genetic variability not originated by descent), indicative of either hypermutation or recombination. Statistical analysis shows that the significant excess of homoplasy is due to frequent recombination among closely related strains. Recombination events imply that the transmission of TTV is not clonal and provide the necessary basis to explain (i) the high degree of genetic divergence between TTV isolates, (ii) the lack of population structure on a world scale, and (iii) the number of highly divergent strains that seems typical of this virus. We show that recombination phenomena can be detected by phylogenetic analyses in very short sequences when a sufficiently large data set is available.